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Week summary  
Summary of What I Learned This Week: This week we worked on environmental 
variables Took a closer look and what animals do to get mates and how animal behavior 
can affect the environment and the outcome  We also began our brand new Gizmo 
packet About plants and how much water for others could affect how tall or how wide 
the plant gets we also watch the documentary  The bowerbirds and getting a mate 
Some Barbers can do some very impressive things some bar birds are smarter such as 
one bowerbird red and orange objects versus blue and violet objects which females like 
blue and violet objects more leading to an intelligence gap between some bowerbirds 
and others we also disagreed on some claims made by students about the  bowerbird 
We also read The Lorax for week of respect this was overall probably the best week of 
science this year but there is still so much to come  
 
Monday 
Today we finished our bowerbird project  our bowerbird project is about the courtship 
We watched a cool video where we found out what bowerbirds can be successful and 
why we watch the video closely and were able to get some notes We also took apart a 
student response and found out why it may have been the wrong ritual and read the 
Lorax that was a lot of fun we read The Lorax to demonstrate  deforestation for week of 
respect 

 

Tuesday  
Today we mainly focused on our gizmo which we had 3 minutes to grow the tallest   It 
was a good competition  next we did three minutes to get the biggest mass for a plant I 
was able to get a 9.0 grams my personal best  Marcus also got the same score  I got a 
sticker yay that I have on my computer to this day 



 
 

Wednesday 
No school 

 
Thursday  
Today we talked about environmental variables environmental variables are things that 
we can change and things that we cannot change such as the amount of water that we 
give the plant that is something that we can change however how tall it grows is 
something that we cannot change today we also  did our own experiments where we 
tested how water light and others could affect the plant's growth and Mass 

 

Friday  
Today we  finished up our Gizmo packet which is where we thought experiment results 
and test data which we use in all gizmos today we also continue to talk about 

environmental variables  that could change how are plants grow    Such as water with 
three lights and fertilizer including 50 milliliters of water is 70 mL of water and 100 mL of 
water would be an example test water would be an example test 

 



 
 


